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INTERNAL UPDATE, edition 20-21/2015, 11-22 May  

Please see the separate document for the timeline. 

This week’s issues: 

External 

News  

1. Better Regulation: EC published  its new Better Regulation Package  

2. Energy: EU fiscal oversight programme shifts from energy 

3. Public Procurement: FEAD latest public opinion and position paper 

4. Circular Economy: NGOs publish “4 guiding pillars for a Circular Economy” 

5. EfW and circular economy:  advanced EfW technology for the Circular Economy 

6. Food waste: France to force big supermarkets to give away unsold food to charity 

Technology and business 

7. Circular Economy: The EU Circularity Indicators methodology for business 

 

Internal 

8. Definition of HP14: Federambiente and FISE Assoambiente sent a letter to DG environment 

  
Conferences, seminars and meetings 

External 

1. Circular economy and biowaste management: local authorities experience in Europe, 3 June, 

Brussels  

2. Plastics Recyclers Europe: Conference Circular Economy: More ambitious plan for plastics 

recycling, 19 June 2015, Brussels 

3. European Plastics Converters and PlasticsEurope: Conference “EU Investing in its future – 

Plastics construction solutions”,  24 June, Brussels 
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4. Stakeholders Consultation: Closing the loop - Circular economy: boosting business, reducing 

waste, 25 June, Brussels  

5. Info Day on the Horizon 2020 Work programme 2016-2017 ‘Secure, Clean and Efficient 

Energy’, 14-15 September 2015, Brussels 

------------------------------------------------ 

 

External 

News  

1.   EC published  its new Better Regulation Package  

On 19 May 2015, the Commission published its new Better Regulation Package, setting out how it 

proposes to deliver its commitment to Better Regulation over the coming years. Better Regulation is 

about designing EU policies and laws so that they achieve their objectives at minimum cost. It ensures 

that policy is prepared, implemented and reviewed in an open, transparent manner, informed by the 

best available evidence and backed up by involving stakeholders though consultations. To ensure that 

EU action is effective, the Commission assesses the expected and actual impacts of policies, legislation 

and other important measures at every stage of the policy cycle - from planning to implementation, to 

review and subsequent revision.  

More information: 

http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/index_en.htm 

 

2. EU fiscal oversight programme shifts from energy 

The European Commission has reduced the emphasis on energy efficiency, energy infrastructure and 

environmentally harmful subsidies in its annual economic recommendations to Member States. A 

spokeswoman said the Commission’s priority had shifted to the key macroeconomic challenges of each 

country: “For those areas already covered by parallel governance frameworks or surveillance 

processes, the recommendations aim not to duplicate these channels. This is the reason why, for 

example, most recommendations on energy are no longer included as these will be covered under 

http://www.municipalwasteeurope.eu/
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the Energy Union governance” the spokeswoman said. NGO Green Budget Europe criticised the 

Commission’s decision to drop energy from the European Semester before the governance system for 

the Energy Union has been established. A series of Commission reports earlier this year argued that 

many member states could do more in the area of environmental taxation, including fiscal measures 

to improve progress towards climate and air quality goals.  Last year, the Commission asked nearly a 

third of the member states to do more to shift tax burden from labour to environment.  

 

3. FEAD’s latest position paper and public opinion  

FEAD released a position paper to “ensure open markets and fair competition”. FEAD says that for the 

private waste industry to provide services to the customers generating the waste and act as raw 

material suppliers to industry, are needed clear rules, fair competition and a progressive opening up of 

the waste market. FEAD stated that decisions on waste management are often taken by local public 

authorities with no or little coordination with private actors and the municipalities´ investments in 

waste treatment are often at a lower level in the waste hierarchy, so affecting the possibility of reaching 

EU recycling targets.  Therefore FEAD called for:  

1. Opening up of household waste management markets to competition from private entities  

2. Mandatory tendering of waste management services by municipalities 

 3. Equal market conditions and clear regulations for municipalities operating both on the household 

and commercial waste markets: Municipalities should be required to separate their role as local 

authority from their waste operator role 

4. Fair competition will deliver a circular economy more effectively than remunicipalisation  

 

FEAD also published a public opinion paper where explains why the European Commission’s revised 

Circular Economy package must contain effective measures to boost demand for secondary raw 

materials, the so-called “pull measures”. FEAD does not see that the secondary raw will be used by 

European manufacturers by increasing the supply.  They call for key measures such as:  

 Minimum recycled content requirements for selected products  

http://www.municipalwasteeurope.eu/
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 Minimum green public procurement requirements at EU level to boost purchase of recycled products 

and materials  

 Eco-labelling rules to incorporate indications of recycled content and recyclability  

 Lower or zero rate of VAT on second hand goods and products with recycled content 

Download FEAD’s position paper: “Ensure open markets and fair competition to reach a circular 

economy”: 

 http://www.fead.be/uploads/PositionPapers/documents/FEAD%20position%20paper%20on%20Mu

nicipal%20Competition.pdf 

Download FEAD’s public opinion “Pull measures are crucial for a Circular Economy”: 

http://www.fead.be/uploads/PressReleases/documents/FEAD%20Opinion%20on%20the%20demand

%20side%2009042015.pdf 

 

4. NGOs publish “4 guiding pillars for a Circular Economy” 

Twelve NGOs, such as Friends of the Earth Europe, EEB, Zero Waste Europe or Rresue, published 

recently a paper called “Walking the Circle- the 4 guiding pillars for a Circular Economy: Efficient 

material management, reduction of toxic substances, energy efficiency and economic incentives”. In 

the paper is highlighted four key areas that they believe must be addressed by the EU institutions to 

ensure a fully functioning circular economy, and some of the often benefits that can result. According 

to the paper, the EU circular economy should aim to achieve high resource efficiency, zero waste and 

zero emissions. The four pillars the NGOs defend are:  

1. Material management from extraction to waste, including good design and monitoring. 

2. Remove toxics and hazardous substances to not hinder the processes of reuse, repair and 

recycle.  

3. Consider new methodologies to account for, and reward, the preservation of energy embedded 

in products or materials as an energy efficiency approach in the new Energy Union.  

4. Use economic incentives to reduce the prices of product service, maintenance and repair and 

refurbish operations.  

http://www.municipalwasteeurope.eu/
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Some of the benefits reported are economic and energy saving, job creation, climate change mitigation, 

health and well-being or stability of supply.   

To access to the document: 

http://www.zerowasteeurope.eu/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/walking-the-circle1.pdf 

 

5. Circular economy may exploit advanced EfW technology 

Energy from waste could play a more obvious role in the circular economy package, according to Jorge 

Diaz del Castillo, responsible for implementing the EU's Waste Framework Directive. On 19 May he 

spoke at the World Waste to Energy City Summit conference in London and explained the EU's plan for 

the circular economy is for more energy from less waste. This supported exploiting the most advanced 

technologies, such as pyrolysis and gasification. Mr del Castillo hinted this would not be the case with 

the new package, but it would depend on the final outcome of the Waste Incineration BREF currently 

being discussed in Sevilla, Spain. Depending on the outcome of the BREF could be that low-grade wood 

and plastic could come out of the conventional waste hierarchy, as there is little market for them as 

recyclate. Certain food waste could also come out of the hierarchy, but only for anaerobic digestion. 

Refuse-derived fuels will be also looked at as part of the circular economy, although Mr del Castillo 

indicated solid recovered fuel could be more desirable because of its "better quality". 

More information:  

http://www.endswasteandbioenergy.com/article/1347767/circular-economy-exploit-advanced-efw-

technology 

 

6. France to force big supermarkets to give away unsold food to charity 

France’s parliament has pledged to crack down on food waste by passing a law banning supermarkets 

destroying unsold food, instead obliging them to give it to charities or put it to other uses such as animal 

feed. The national assembly voted unanimously on Thursday evening in favour of the measure, 

proposed by the Socialist deputy Guillaume Garot, a former food minister. The law explicitly bans the 

practice of supermarkets deliberately spoiling unsold food so it cannot be eaten. Bigger supermarkets 

http://www.municipalwasteeurope.eu/
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– those with a footprint of 400 m2 or more – will be obliged to sign formal contracts with charities by 

July next year, or face penalties including fines of up to €75,000 (£53,000) or two years in jail. The law 

will also introduce a programme of education about food waste in schools and businesses. It follows a 

measure in February to remove the best-before date on fresh foods. 

More information:  

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/may/22/france-to-force-big-supermarkets-to-give-away-

unsold-food-to-charity 

 

Technology and business 

7. The EU Circularity Indicators methodology for business 

European companies can now measure how well their products and business models perform in the 

context of a circular economy thanks to a new tool developed by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation called 

the EU Circularity Indicators Methodology. The first-of-its-kind tool is the culmination of a two-year 

research project funded by the European Commission’s LIFE programme, with additional input from 

materials information technology firm Granta Design and sustainability consultancy group Anthesis. 

This new tool can be used in the designing of products, procurement decisions and internal reporting. 

Firms can analyse and evaluate their products and design processes against a range of environmental, 

regulatory and supply chain risks. Products can be assessed through all stages of their lifecycle, from 

virgin feedstock to manufacture, recycling and re-use. They are then given a score based on their 

‘circularity’. Additional ‘risk’ indicators can also be used with the new tool; to take into account 

additional factors such as material price variation, supply chain risks and toxicity. 

More information: 

http://www.edie.net/news/5/EU-circular-economy-Circularity-Indicators-Methodology-metric-tool/ 
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Internal 

8. Federambiente and FISE Assoambiente sent a letter to DG environment: Definition of HP14 

On 20 of April Federambiente attended to a DG Environment workshop in Brussels on the draft studies 

to develop a common method of determining the HP14 for waste. HP14 is waste which presents or 

may present immediate or delayed risks for one or more sectors of the environment. Regarding the 

importance of the topic and the need for a new proposal, FEDERAMBIENTE and FISE Assocambiente, 

the Associations which represent the Italian waste management companies, sent a letter to Mr 

Falkenberg and DG environment with comments and proposals:  

1.  Italy has already legislative measure to regulate the issue of HP14. Their solution is to use 

combined criteria using both biotest and calculation method.   

2. With regard to the worries of the risks and negative effects of the product and a need for 

simplicity and uniqueness method, it is suggested that waste classification rules should apply 

for all Member States without difference.  It is also agreed not to use the M-factors for 

summations on order to evaluate the hazardousness.  

3. The proposal is to adopt a common method extrapolated from ADR rules for environmentally  

harmful materials (Class 9, M6 and M7) for the classification of waste in relation to HP14, 

excluding the use of M-Factors for summations for hazardousness assessments.  

  
Conferences, seminars and meetings 

External 

1. Circular economy and biowaste management: local authorities experience in Europe, 3 June, 

Brussels  

SYBERT Besançon, ACR +  and the EU Office of Bourgogne Franche-Comté Regions organise an event 

which is part of the Waste on a diet LIFE+ project run by SYBERT : you can watch the video presentation 

here (English subtitles). The project is based on the implementation of an incentive charging, aims to 

reduce waste, increase recycling rates and control costs charged to the inhabitants. The event will focus 

on: key issues for circular economy, biowaste management and local initiatives in Europe. 

http://www.municipalwasteeurope.eu/
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Registration and more information: 

http://sybert.fr/registration_form_brussels_conference.html 

 

2. Plastics Recyclers Europe: Conference Circular Economy: More ambitious plan for plastics 

recycling, 19 June 2015, Brussels 

During the Plastics Recyclers Europe Annual Meeting will be an open session for non-members about 

the Circular economy. The aim is to get to know how to close the loop with the recycled materials and 

stay updated with the latest news on the revision of the Circular Economy package and new trends in 

recycling. There will be a keynote speech of Karmenu Vella, Commissioner for Environment, Maritime 

Affairs and Fisheries. 

More information and registration: 

http://plastics-recyclers-europe.prezly.com/how-the-recycled-materials-can-help-in-closing-the-loop-

plastics-recyclers-europe-annual-meeting-18--19-june-2015 

 
3. European Plastics Converters and PlasticsEurope: Conference “EU Investing in its future – 

Plastics construction solutions”,  24 June, Brussels 

This conference will be an occasion to learn in several sessions how the plastics industry contributes to 

the main objectives of the new European Commission such as growth, jobs, investment and energy 

efficiency. This conference is part of the EU Sustainable Energy Week – Energy Day. There will be a 

session dedicated to the building and construction sector will focus on plastics solutions in 

construction, challenges and opportunities for manufacturers and the main priorities for constructions 

SMEs and micro-enterprises. In another session plastics in the context of renovation and as a main 

solution for Energy and Resource efficiency will be treated, followed by a case study on design and 

innovation. 

More information and registration:  

http://www.plasticseurope.org/Event/eu-investing-in-its-future---plastics-construction-solutions.aspx 

 

http://www.municipalwasteeurope.eu/
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4. Stakeholders Consultation: Closing the loop - Circular economy: boosting business, reducing 

waste, 25 June, Brussels  

To support the public consultation in collecting the views of stakeholders on the main policy options 

and measures explored for this initiative, the Commission is organizing a Circular Economy Conference 

on 25 June 2015 in Brussels. The conference will consist of an opening plenary (keynote and panel 

discussion); a series of break-out sessions addressing specific aspects of the circular economy; and a 

closing panel with institutional representatives. It will be opened by FVP Timmermans; closed by VP 

Jyrki Katainen; and will include contributions from Commissioners Elżbieta Bieńkowska and Karmenu 

Vella. 

More information and registration: 

http://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/closing-the-loop-circular-economy-boosting-business-reducing-

waste-registration-16866524228 

 

5. Info Day on the Horizon 2020 Work programme 2016-2017 ‘Secure, Clean and Efficient 

Energy’, 14-15 September 2015, Brussels 

The event targets potential applicants to the calls for project proposals under the H2020 challenge 

‘Secure, Clean and Efficient Energy’. The new Work Programme for 2016-2017 in the area of H2020 

energy research will be presented on 14 September, whereas in-depth sessions on various calls of the 

Work Programme will be held on 15 September. 

More information and registration:  

http://ec.europa.eu/research/index.cfm?pg=events&eventcode=0B56FA95-AFE0-D63B-

DD0527FE301EC26C 
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Internal 

Past:   

- Waste Treatment BREF Expert Group meeting: 13 May, online 

- Meeting with Marija Vukčević, Second Secretary of the Mission of Montenegro to the EU: 18 

May, Brussels 

- SG Vanya Veras and assistant MBB attended to the CEEP -Public services submit: 20-21 May, 

Brussels 

- SG Vanya Veras participated in the workshop: consultation on Waste Market Distortions: 21 

May, DG ENVI, Brussels 

 

Upcoming: 

- PC meeting and General Assembly: 26 May in Brussels 

- WFD EG meeting: 28 May, 14-16, online 

- PC meeting: 7 September  

- PC meeting: 23 November in Brussels 

- Seminar: 24 November in Brussels 

http://www.municipalwasteeurope.eu/

